The activity which ANAXOMICS BIOTECH considers to be in compliance with the required quality according to the International ISO 9001 standard is as follows:

**Development of R&D projects in biotechnology.**

The Quality Policy declaration establishes the following main principles:

1. Our company's clients and collaborators always require the maximum level of quality and control of projects. The constant evolution of techniques and the improvement and incorporation of new company's capabilities oblige us to keep our standard operative procedures updated.

2. Compliance with the legal requirements and meeting our customer's and other interested parties needs, requirements and explicit or implicit expectations, including the analysis of evaluation and application of the mentioned requirements.

3. Dissemination of our goals and quality criteria in all our company's levels

4. Implementations of Quality indicators and monitoring of their level of progress in order to ensure the success of the projects and a quality level required by our clients.

5. Respect for the environment by reducing the contamination and waste production in our activity and projects in order to preserve the resources.

6. Safeguarding optimal work conditions through the evaluation of risks derived from the work processes, eliminating and reducing them as much as possible.

7. Development of a continuing training programme to improve our employees' qualification to involve them in the achievement of goals stated in this document.

8. Consolidation of the continuous improvement process in the execution of all the activities carried out by ANAXOMICS BIOTECH.

9. Establishing and encouraging a motivating environment for all the company's members.

The ANAXOMICS BIOTECH Quality Policy is made available for all its clients, employees, suppliers and general public and interested parties.

This Quality Policy is periodically reviewed and updated along with the revision of the system carried out by the company's management having in mind the change in conditions in the environment and received information.

In this way the company's management provides and will provide all the necessary human, technical and economic resources to achieve company's objectives and goals.
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